Infrared human action recognition has many advantages, i.e., it is insensitive to illumination change, appearance variability, and shadows. Existing methods for infrared action recognition are either based on spatial or local temporal information, however, the global temporal information, which can better describe the movements of body parts across the whole video, is not considered. In this letter, we propose a novel global temporal representation named optical-flow stacked difference image (OFSDI) and extract robust and discriminative feature from the infrared action data by considering the local, global, and spatial temporal information together. Due to the small size of the infrared action dataset, we first apply convolutional neural networks on local, spatial, and global temporal stream respectively to obtain efficient convolutional feature maps from the raw data rather than train a classifier directly. Then these convolutional feature maps are aggregated into effective descriptors named three-stream trajectory-pooled deep-convolutional descriptors by trajectory-constrained pooling. Furthermore, we improve the robustness of these features by using the locality-constrained linear coding (LLC) method. With these features, a linear support vector machine (SVM) is adopted to classify the action data in our scheme. We conduct the experiments on infrared action recognition datasets InfAR and NTU RGB+D. The experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms the representative state-of-the-art handcrafted features and deep learning features based methods for the infrared action recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/LSP.2018.2823910 remarkable success for visible-light-based human action recognition [6] - [16] , it cannot be directly applied to the infrared action recognition due to the lack of color and detailed appearance information in infrared images. Recently, some deep learning based methods have been proposed for infrared action recognition. Gao et al. [3] adopted a two-stream CNN architecture to evaluate their newly built infrared action recognition dataset InfAR. This architecture consists of an optical-flow motion-history-image (OF-MHI) stream network and an OF stream network. Jiang et al. [4] developed a two-stream three-dimensional (3-D) CNN architecture to learn spatiotemporal features from the infrared videos. This architecture contains two separated recognition networks: Original infrared image net and OF net. They achieved better performance than that in [3] by introducing the 3-D CNN architecture and the discriminative code loss of the objective function. In these methods, the temporal features are local and generally consider only two (or a few) consecutive images in the video sequence. However, these local temporal information based methods tend to produce irrelevant information for action recognition such as scenery patterns and object patterns in the videos. Whereas taking the whole cycle of actions into consideration will lead to more attention on human actors in the videos, which can be considered as the global temporal information. Unlike the visible light action dataset, the available infrared action dataset is relatively small, which makes deep learning model difficult to be well trained [17] , [18] . Thus, merely using deep learning framework as a feature extractor rather than a classifier can mitigate this problem.
Motivated by above observations, we build up a three-stream CNNs including local temporal stream, spatial-temporal stream, and global temporal stream for infrared action feature extraction. To our best knowledge, for action recognition in infrared videos, three-stream CNN architectures that take both the local and global temporal information into consideration have not been explored yet. In this letter, we propose a new architecture considering the global, local, and spatial-temporal information, simultaneously. The proposed architecture is based on the two-stream CNNs [8] used in trajectory-pooled deep convolutional descriptors (TDDs) [7] . Specifically, we use the temporal CNNs originated from the OF as local temporal stream, and replace the original spatial stream with one spatial-temporal stream and one global temporal stream via learning OF-MHI [19] CNNs features and the novel optical-flow stacked difference image (OFSDI) CNNs features, respectively. As CNNs architecture is very suitable to learn deep hidden features of complicated images [12] , [20] , we propose the OFSDI feature from the perspective of stacked difference of OF images to better Fig. 1 . Frameworks of our infrared action recognition method and the conventional method. Compared with the conventional method, our method is different in network input, CNNs structure, feature extraction, and classification strategy.
represent global temporal features of actions in deep. In this way, a three-stream CNNs is developed. Due to the limited size of infrared action dataset, the three-stream CNNs is then employed to learn an effective feature using trajectory-constrained sampling and pooling strategy [7] to share the benefits of both hand-crafted and deep-learned features. Finally, we choose the locality-constrained linear coding (LLC) [21] to aggregate the combined representation three-stream TDDs (TSTDDs) over the whole video into a global vector, then use linear support vector machine (SVM) [22] as the classifier to perform infrared action recognition on InfAR [2] and NTU RGB+D [23] . The contributions of this letter are threefold.
1) We propose a new formulation of global accumulated optical motion features named OFSDI to obtain the global temporal information of infrared action videos. 2) We propose a novel feature representation named TST-DDs for infrared action recognition incorporating the local temporal, spatial-temporal, and global temporal information. 3) To mitigate the problem that the existing deep learning model is difficult to be well trained due to the small size of the infrared action dataset, we use the three-stream CNNs framework as a feature extractor rather than a classifier. The rest of this letter is organized as follows: Section II describes the proposed method. The experimental results are presented in Section III. Section IV concludes the letter with the remarks and future work.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Conventional deep learning methods for the infrared action recognition [4] usually predict actions via softmax scores from the softmax layers of network, shown in Fig. 1 . However, the size of current infrared action dataset is significantly smaller than that of the visible light action dataset [7] . This will lead to a problem that the existing deep learning framework is difficult to be well trained, which has been validated by Nogueira et al. [17] . According to previous works [7] , [18] , [24] , deep features can be extracted from the last layer before the classification layer and then used to train a linear classifier. Therefore, we use CNNs framework as a feature extractor rather than a classifier. The comparison of our method and conventional deep learning method for infrared action recognition can be seen in Fig. 1 .
A. Global Temporal Stream Based CNNs Configurations
To ensemble the global temporal information into the twostream ConvNets [8] framework, we replace the original spatial CNNs with two independent CNNs, namely OF-MHI-CNNs and OFSDI-CNNs. The details of three-stream CNNs can be seen on the website https://xdyangliu.github.io/TSTDDs/.
The previous work [3] shows that the temporal information outperforms the appearance information in the infrared action recognition. However, to our best knowledge, there is no work that uses the whole cycle of an action for infrared action recognition. To address these problems, we propose a new formulation of global accumulated optical motion features named OFSDI, and use it as the input of the OFSDI-CNN networks. OFSDI aims to establish a global temporal template by fusing every local motion features over time. In this letter, we formulate it by absolute difference between the connecting OF images across the whole infrared action sequence, which can be defined as follows:
where the parameter α is the update rate with 0 < α < 1, O(x, y, t) and O(x, y, t − 1) are the OFSDI at time t and t − 1, respectively. And D(x, y, t) is the image difference between OF images at time t and t − 1, it is defined as
where t ∈ [2, L], L denotes the length of the video and F (x, y, t) denotes the brightness of the pixel point (x, y) in an OF image at time t.
Given (1) and (2), the OFSDI of a video frame at time t can be represented in an accumulation form as follows:
where O(0) is the initial image of the OFSDI and α t (t ∈ {1, . . . , L}) controls its contribution to the formulation of OFSDI. In (3), the OFSDI is given by the accumulation of OF difference image across the whole video duration and the contribution of each OF difference image at time t is controlled by α (t−i) . Intuitively, the recent OF difference images (temporal information) contributes much more to the OFSDI than the OF difference images at initial time. Thus, the OFSDI is global temporal and records the long-term motion information of an action. To match the OFSDI-CNN, the pixel value of O(x, y, t) is transformed into [0, 255] and replicates each OFSDI image to produce an image with three same channels in our method.
To better represent the actions in infrared videos, the spatial-temporal network OF-MHI-CNN and the local temporal network OF-CNN, are also considered. For OF-MHI-CNN network, we use OF-MHI image [19] as an input. For OF-CNN network, the input is 3-D volume of stacking OF images [25] computed using each consecutive pair of frames. Therefore, it is local temporal without considering the whole action procedure.
With the three-stream CNNs, given a video V, the aforementioned CNNs can generate three kinds of convolutional feature maps, which represent the video complementarily. The threestream CNNs feature maps can be denoted as follows:
denote the mth feature maps of the local, spatial, and global temporal CNNs, individually. H m , W m , and L denote the height, the width, and the duration of the video, N m is the number of channels, and M is the number of layers of extracting TSTDDs. Specifically, we extract the feature maps from conv4 and conv5 for spatial-temporal network and global temporal network, and conv3 and conv4 layers for the local temporal network.
B. Three-Stream Trajectory-Pooled Deep-Convolutional Descriptors
To obtain robust and discriminative video feature representation and incorporate video temporal characteristics into deep architectures, we will describe the process of extracting TSTDDs from a set of improved trajectories T (V ) and convolutional feature maps C(V ) for a given video V .
We first extract a set of improved trajectories [26] for each video V
where K is the number of trajectories, and T K denotes the kth trajectory in the original spatial scale
where (x k p , y k p , z k p ) is the pixel position of the pth point in trajectory T k , and P is the length of the trajectory (P = 15).
To reduce the influence of illumination changes, we normalize the three-stream CNNs map C(V ) by both spatiotemporal normalization and channel normalization methods following the work [7] .
For spatiotemporal normalization, we normalize the convolutional feature map C ∈ R H ×W ×L ×N of (4) as follows:
C st (x, y, z, n) = C(x, y, z, n)/ max V n st (7) where max V n st = max x,y ,z C(x, y, z, n) is the maximum value of the nth feature maps over the whole video spatiotemporal extent.
For channel normalization, we normalize the convolutional feature map C ∈ R H ×W ×L ×N of (4) as follows:
where max V x,y ,z ch = max n C(x, y, z, n) is the maximum value of different feature channels at pixel position (x, y, z).
After feature normalization, we extract TSTDDs based on trajectories and normalized convolutional feature maps by using trajectory pooling. Specifically, given a trajectory T k and a normalized feature map C a m , which is the mth layer feature map after either spatiotemporal normalization or channel normalization from the local temporal net, spatial-temporal net, or global temporal net (a ∈ {lt, st, gt}). We conduct sum-pooling of the normalized feature maps over the 3-D volume centered at the trajectory as follows:
where (x k p , y k p , z k p ) is the pth point position of trajectory T k , r m is the mth layer map size ratio (·) is the rounding opera-tion. D(T k , C a m ) is called the TDDs. Due to the complementary property of these two normalization methods validated by [7] , we use the combined representation obtained from these two normalization methods for TDDs.
By the above mentioned approach, we can obtain the OF-TDDs, OF-MHI-TDDs, and OFSDI-TDDs, respectively from the OF-CNNs, the OF-MHI-CNNs, and the OFSDI-CNNs. To keep the dimensionality of TSTDDs in a reasonable size, we fix the dimension 256 for each of them reduced by principal component analysis (PCA). Finally, the TSTDDs is obtained by the concatenation of them with dimension Dim = 768. Then, we adopt the LLC [21] scheme to represent the TSTDDs by five local bases, and the codebook size is set to be 4000 for all the training-testing partitions. To reduce the complexity when constructing the codebook, only 200 TSTDDs are randomly selected from each video sequence. After LLC encoding, we utilize the PCA to preprocess encoded TSTDDs features while guaranteeing the contribution rate to be higher than 99%. With the TSTDDs, we use a linear SVM [22] with linear kernel to discriminate the infrared action videos.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Dataset
The proposed method is evaluated on the first publicly available infrared action recognition dataset InfAR [2] and a large scale human action recognition dataset NTU RGB+D [23] . The InfAR dataset consists of 600 video sequences captured by infrared thermal imaging cameras. The action classes include fight, handclapping, handshake, hug, jog, jump, punch, push, skip, walk, wave1 (one hand wave), and wave2 (two hands wave). Each action class has 50 video clips and there are 600 video samples in total. NTU RGB+D dataset consists of 56 880 action samples captured by three Microsoft Kinect v.2 cameras concurrently. Due its huge size, we select ten infrared action classes A001-A010 from Setup 9 to evaluate our method. These action classes include drink water, eat meal/snack, brushing teeth, brushing hair, drop, pickup, throw, sitting down, standing up (from sitting position), and clapping. Each action class consists of 42 video samples and there are 420 video samples in total. Example images of these two datasets can be seen on the website https://xdyangliu.github.io/TSTDDs/.
B. Experimental Settings
In our experiments, both InfAR and NTU RGB+D datasets are randomly split into training and testing sets. The experiments with the same setting are repeated for five times in each evaluation. For InfAR dataset, 30 samples in each class are randomly selected as training samples. While for NTU RGB+D dataset, half of the samples in each class are randomly selected as training samples. And the others are used for testing. For local temporal stream, we use the publicly available "temporal" network from [7] , which has been pretrained on the UCF101 dataset [27] . For spatial-temporal and global temporal streams, the spatial network provided by [7] is used. And the parameters α and O of (1) are empirically set as 0.96 and the first image of the original OF, respectively. For domain adaptation, the last fully connected layers of all the networks are fine-tuned on InfAR dataset or NTU RGB+D dataset via stochastic gradient descent. The initial learning rate is set as 10 −3 , and decrease to 10 −4 It is then reduced to 10 −5 and 10 −6 after 6 K and 9 K iterations, respectively. And the training is stopped at 10 K iterations. The minibatch size are 32 and 21 for InfAR dataset and NTU RGB+D dataset, respectively. The dropout ratio is chosen as 0.5 for both fc6 and fc7 layers. We employ Caffe toolbox for CNNs learning [28] and LibSVM toolbox [22] for SVMs implementation. The parameter C of linear SVM is set as 30 by fivefold cross validation. We release all the data and codes on the website https://xdyangliu.github.io/TSTDDs/.
C. Evaluations on InfAR and NTU RGB+D Datasets
Initially, we evaluate the performance of each stream of the three-stream CNNs, spatial stream with raw infrared images as input, some of their combinations, and our proposed TSTDDs on InfAR dataset, shown in Table I . Then, the performance of TSTDDs is compared with that of representative state-of-the-art handcrafted features based methods improved dense trajectories (iDTs) [26] , Dense-Traj [29] , HOF [3] and deep learning features based methods TDDs [7] , Two-stream CNNs [8] , and 3-D CNNs [4] . All the comparison results are summarized in Table II . For comparison purpose, all methods are implemented with the same experimental settings.
From Tables I and II , we can see that the performance of Spatial TDDs is the lowest (39.00%) and (Spatial+OF)-TDDs only achieves the accuracy of 63.58%, which is even much worse than the handcrafted-based methods, such as HOF, Dense-Traj, and iDTs. This demonstrates that the appearance information in original infrared images does not help too much for the action recognition. The performance of Dense-Traj and HOF are almost the same even though the HOF is one of the components of the Desnse-Traj, which indicates that the motion (temporal) information is important in the infrared action recognition, which can also be intuitively observed in Fig. 2 . We can find that the unrelated background clutter can be removed in OF images, OF-MHI images, and OFSDI images. In addition, the proposed OFSDI is global temporal as it can capture the whole process of motion (long-time motion information), which is complementary to the local temporal information provided by the OF and the spatial-temporal information provided by the OF-MHI. The performance of three independent stream OF-TDDs, OF-MHI-TDDs, and OFSDI-TDDs are 75.83%, 67.67%, and 62.58%, respectively. The combination of them, TSTDDs, achieves as high as 79.25%, and outperforms other representative state-of-the-art methods, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the TSTDDs, and also indicates that the three stream CNNs are complementary. To be noticed, the performance of (OF+OF-MHI)-TDDs is 75.58% while TSTDDs is 79.25%. This illustrates that adding OFSDI module indeed improve the overall performance.
Due to the lack of the related work specified for infrared modality on NTU RGB+D dataset, we do not compare our method with other methods. Instead, we evaluate the performance of independent stream with different inputs, their combinations, and the TSTDDs. From Table I , we can see that the performance of OFSDI-TDDs is the lowest. This is because videos on NTU RGB+D dataset contains large view variations [23] and the global temporal feature captured by OFSDI is not view-invariant, which leads to performance degradation. Nevertheless, the combinations of the three independent streams, TSTDDs, achieves the best performance 66.29%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the TSTDDs, and also indicates that the three stream CNNs are complementary. To be noticed, the performance of (OF+OF-MHI)-TDDs is 65.05% while TSTDDs is 66.29%. This illustrates that the global temporal information from OFSDI indeed improves the overall performance.
We execute our codes on Intel (R) CoreTM i7 system with 32-GB RAM and NVIDIA GTX960 GPU. For TSTDDs feature extraction, the average time for each video on InfAR and NTU RGB+D datasets are 24.50 and 16.29 s, respectively. For testing each video, the average time is 5.71 s, which includes 5.70 s for LLC encoding and PCA Whitening, and 0.01 s for the model to predict the class.
IV. CONCLUSION
This letter proposes a novel global temporal representation based three-stream CNNs framework incorporating the local temporal, spatial-temporal, and global temporal information to learn a discriminative infrared video representation called TST-DDs for the infrared action recognition. The proposed method outperforms the representative state-of-the-art methods for the infrared action recognition on InfAR and NTU RGB+D datasets. Our future work is to extend the current approach to handle the problem of large view variations on more challenge datasets, and explore the transfer learning techniques that can learn viewinvariant features to enhance the performance of the infrared action recognition.
